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1. INTRODUCTION 
Felix Foundation Baltistan-Machulo and Government of Pakistan Education 

Department Gilgit Baltistan have been taking keen interest into educational development of 

Hushe Valley. They both mutually understood the innovation to change for educational measure 

in Hushe Valley. Both parties signed an agreement to promote quality in education. 

Governments took first step impressively and donate 05 Kanal (15000 sq Feet) lands for FIFBM. 

FIFBM got idea and sponsor from its Spain based organization Baltistan Foundazoa to establish 

a Professional development center. This center aimed to used for the complementary education; 

English Language, Spanish Language, Computer Education, Internet browsing, academicals 

debates on exceptional topics, Trainings to teachers, Lectures by Professors, meetings, 

colloquium, symposiums.  

2. GOALS 

 Sustainability in quality education through teachers 

 Empower Female Participation in Educational Development 

 Enhance educational consciousness via multidimensional programs 

3. OBJECTIVES 

To 

 Train teachers for modern teaching methodologies. 

 Equip teachers’ capacities for teaching. 

 Enhance teacher’s participation in healthy teaching. 

 Prepare psyche of female teachers in importance of female education. 

 Promote female teacher’s confidence. 

 Nurture up females in modern teaching & learning. 

 Furnish capacities of female leadership in the valley. 

 Familiarize the usage of modern technologies in education.  

  Provide a comfy platform for youth to augment edification.  

 Make an educational consequence perception-display in youth of the valley.  
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4. PROJECT PRELIMINARY OCCURRENCE 

                    Baltistan Fondazoa approved a proposal to develop a unique architectural 

building in Hushe Valley with the aim to keep alive traditional architecture. They proposed 

importance of education in the valley and set aim as priority to promote education of the 

valley. Shamshair Ali and Basharat Ali forwarded time to time reports to BF. They funded and 

FIFBM members were about to start project implementation. Unfortunately, staff variation 

occurred in Government high officials. The project execution remained pending because of not 

issuance the NOC (No Objection Certificate) from government to start work. These days were 

about June 2010. The foundation members put their ever best time to get the NOC from 

government. Their efforts remained away till May 2011. Finally, government issued NOC and 

the project executed in June 2011. Akhond Ibrahim took keen interest in its construction. He 

even worked as a carpenter and he did his level best experiences for this construction. His 

experiences were highly implemented to construct this center in a unique architecture as he 

has good idea about cultural and traditional designing. 
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5. OVERLEAF LUCK 

Everything was going good. The construction was in process with its best time. The people were 

hoping to be train soon in this center. The students were gazing and were curious to join 

computer and internet classes. The teachers were so enthusiastic to get valuable trainings on 

their door step. The foundation members were happy and were quiet satisfied with ongoing 

construction.  

 Unfortunately, the hopes, wishes, curiosities, enthusiasms and commitments got a 

long and unexpected vacuity. The sponsoring side got a huge economical crisis and 

management changes as well. This circumstance caused to delay this construction after one 

month of its execution, July 2011 to July 2014. The long vacuum creates lots of disturbance for 

managing resources. The constructed parts were defecting by weather and gradually physical 

structure was getting bad shape. The woods were fitted in open air and rains put lots of bad 

effect on those woods. The same way Talis affected by flood and their budget was adjusted to 

save the center resources such as its physical structure. BF permitted FIFBM to adjust Talis 

flood effecters pending budget for TTC. The FIFBM members thankfully starts the project 

execution in August 2014 with a good enthusiasm and passionately. The members planned to 

do this task with following aspects. 
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6. PROJECT EXECUTERS 

S.# Name of 

Executers 

Execution Responsibilities Venue 

1.  Shamshair Ali  Planning 

 Core Management 

 Reporting 

 Budget balancing 

 Material Purchasing from Skardu 

Office (Machulo) 

And Skardu 

2.  Basharat Ali  Reporting in early times Office (Machulo) 

3.  Akhond 

Ibrahim 

 Major Carpenter during the construction 

 Facilitator for core manager 

 Project construction observer 

Teacher Training 

Center 

4.  Rustam Ali   Human Resource management (Labor, 

Carpenters, plumbers, electricians,) 

 Attendance maintenance 

 Material purchasing from Khaplu and 

Machulo 

 Facilitator for core management 

TTC, Machulo and  

Khaplu 

5.  Ibrahim 

Rustam 

 Material management within TTC 

  Monitoring for labor working  

 Look after the materials, provide, close 

etc. 

TTC 

 

The mentioned and planed Resource Management executed in a very fast and passionate 

manner.  
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7. PHASES AND OVERVIEW OF CONSTRUCTION 
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8. RESOURCES ADMINISTERED  

The resources we used in the construction of this building are: 

 Planners, managers and experienced team of FIFBM took active participation in its 

edifice.  

 Approximately 260 people (Engineers, surveyors, Carpenters, electrician, plumbers and 

labors) exerted their best performances from its starting to date by various time 

frames. 

 Only 10% cement and stone used in its construction. 

 Only 20% mud or clay used. 

 The unique architecture completed by using 70% traditional wood. 

9. PRESENT POSITION  

 

The Professional Development Center constructed completely except painting and furnishings. 

The building needs the following equipments: 

 Painting 

 Carpeting  

 Furniture 

 Computers 

 Multimedia  

 Professionals 
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10. IMPLEMENTATION OF PRACTICES 

Major Purposes 

 Government and Felix Foundation projecting school Teachers’ training of Hushe Valley. 

 Female teacher leadership management courses 

 Female empowerment workshops 

 Women capacity building sessions 

 Content based workshops 

 Lesson planning 

 Leadership and class room management courses 

 English and Spanish language courses 

 Multimedia conferences and workshops 

 International seminars and conferences for educational awareness and women 

empowerment 
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 Gender discrimination awareness sessions 

 Purposeful and different topic debates 

 Pedagogical training to all teachers of the valley 

 Multidimensional Usages:- 

 Munawar public school female staff room 

 Availability of computer lab to MPS students 

 Facility to use computer lab for Government high school students  

 Till the availability of rooms to MPS, they can use the rooms as class 

 Research opportunity to Researchers of the valley 

 Internet facility and computer training course for youth of the valley on spare times 

 Various female leadership seminars and workshop conduction 

 Educational awareness sessions for valley women 

 Sustainability of center via earning by teaching various computer courses  

 To give trainings to other valleys school teachers and make sustainable the project. 


